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Dynamics of material surfaces and interfaces – the good, the bad and the
electron beam
Jakob B. Wagner
DTU Nanolab, Technical University of Denmark

A good understanding of the dynamics and formation mechanisms of surfaces and interfaces at the
nanometer scale is of great importance in order to exploit the controllability of nanostructures and their
applications in photovoltaics, electronics, sensors, etc. on an industrial scale.
In situ electron microscopy serves a unique platform for monitoring and studying structural dynamics at
length scales from micrometer down to atomic scale and temporal resolution approaching millisecond
range. In addition, elemental and chemical information is gained from spectroscopic techniques with
spatial resolution approaching the atomic scale.
Here, I will present a few cases of the surface and interface dynamics studied at the microscopy facility at
Technical University of Denmark. This includes surface dynamics of supported nanoparticles (catalyst) [1]
under harsh environment (elevated temperature, gas and electron beam), as well as interface dynamics of
grain boundaries in metal thin films [2], growth of nanostructures from bottom-up processes [3-6] and
volatility of soot oxidation catalysts. [7]
The influence of the high-energetic electron beam will also be discussed in terms of sample damage and
controlled reaction enhancement.
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